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Solutions journalism, rigorous reporting on responses to social problems, has gained 

great traction in the last decade. Using positive psychology theory, also known as the theory of 

well-being, this qualitative study examines the impact of reporting while using solutions 

journalism techniques. Applying the five pillars of positive psychology theory: positive emotion, 

engagement, positive relationships, meaning and accomplishment (PERMA), this study used 

interviews and content analysis to investigate how journalists are applying the tools of solutions 

journalism as well as what they hope to accomplish in the process. Findings revealed that the 

application of solutions journalism techniques produces hope and community engagement 

resulting in flourishing and positive change for individuals, communities and all involved in the 

reporting process. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The role of journalism in a democracy continues to evolve, as it has throughout history. 

As journalists are challenged during this era of “fake news” and consumer expectations of free 

news on demand, it is unknown which reporting techniques and approaches will sustain and 

thrive.  

The purpose of this study is to examine a relatively new form of journalism, solutions 

journalism, to better understand the mission behind solutions journalism and analyze the changes 

solutions journalism advocates are striving to create in the journalism industry and in society. 

The specific aims of this study are to investigate the following questions: 

RQ1: How are journalists applying solutions journalism to change the way news is 
reported?  

RQ2: What do journalists hope to accomplish with their reporting? 

In this study, solutions journalism is examined using the theory of positive psychology 

(PERMA), also known as well-being theory. The five pillars of PERMA − positive emotions, 

engagement, positive relationships, meaning, and accomplishment − are used to analyze 

solutions journalism pieces and journalists’ experiences reporting solutions stories. Through this 

qualitative examination, employing in-depth interviews and content analysis, I seek to determine 

how solutions journalism is making a difference in the lives of journalists and their communities 

and whether these changes may be lasting and impactful.   

By learning about the intentions and impact of solutions journalism, this study may 

contribute to the overall direction and positive growth of the journalism industry, including 

consumers, publications and journalists.  
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CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Journalism through the Years 

The history of journalism includes many attempts to improve society and make the 

United States and the world a better place to live. The movable type printing press, invented 

during the 15th century by Johannes Gutenberg, allowed newspapers to be published two 

centuries later including the first daily publication, The Daily Courant, in London, England. 

While the first newspaper published in the United States in 1690 was short lived for not having a 

license, Benjamin Harris’s Publick Occurrences both Foreighn and Domestik attracted 

readership. Newspapers at that time were biased and partisan, most often against the British 

government. Authorities, displeased with the negative press, pushed back and in 1735 the 

publisher of the New York Weekly Journal, Peter Zenger, was put on trial for printing slanderous 

facts about the British government. The trial resulted in Zenger being found not guilty as his 

lawyer, Andrew Hamilton, argued that a statement that is true cannot be libelous, despite it’s 

negativity. This case is credited for laying the foundation of the free press we know today 

(Rogers, 2017). 

The 1800s brought the Penny Press, cheap papers that catered to a working class 

readership. Their success contributed to expanding newspaper circulation and driving 

newspapers to become a mass medium serving as a voice for the people. During the Civil War 

era, photography became part of newspapers and stories were transmitted from correspondents to 

newsrooms using the telegraph. The Associated Press (AP) was formed as a cooperative venture 

between publications to share news arriving by telegraph from locations far away. The AP still 
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serves as one of the largest news agencies today. During this decade journalists began exposing 

concerning behavior and circumstances through investigative reporting (Rogers, 2017). 

 

Investigative Journalists 

Nelly Bly, possibly the first American investigative journalist, exposed the inhumane 

treatment of the mentally ill by posing as a patient on Blackwell’s Island insane asylum in New 

York City. The assignment, from the New York World, to go undercover, prompted the story’s 

publication in October of 1887. Bly’s accounts of the experiences of living in an insane asylum 

were simultaneously depicted in her book, Ten Days in a Mad-House. Exposure resulted in 

apologizes from the physicians and nurses employed at the hospital and government officials in 

the city of New York committed to increase funding to care for the mentally ill on Blackwell’s 

Island. In addition, an investigation of the treatment of patients was launched through the 

creation of a grand jury. Reports show that many of the problems reported by Bly had improved 

within a few weeks (Markel, 2018). 

Born into slavery in 1862, Ida Wells became a prominent journalist and activist for 

African Americans (“Ida B. Wells-Barnett,” n.d.). Following the lynching of a friend in 1892, 

Wells made it her mission to expose the truth about lynching of African Americans in the 

southern United States. Wells traveled throughout the South investigating and documenting over 

700 incidents of lynching that had taken place. Her in-depth investigations involved conducting 

interviews with witnesses, studying photos of mutilated bodies, examining records and reviewing 

the accounts published in local newspapers. Her research proved many allegations against these 

African American victims, especially those suggesting rape, to be false.  Her work, originally 

published in a black newspaper publication, was reprinted in white papers prompting threats, fear 
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for her life and the need for Wells to relocate further north (Myrick-Harris, 2002). While many 

journalists were working to expose truths and improve society during this time, not all 

journalism was productive.  The late 1800s gave rise to a newspaper war between William 

Randolph Hearst and Joseph Pulitzer, two New York publishing moguls. The intense 

competition contributed to the birth of “yellow journalism,” journalism based on exaggeration 

and fabrication. The phrase was derived from the “Yellow Kid” a comic strip created by R.F. 

Outcault and published in Pulitzer’s New York World and later Hearst’s New York Journal 

depicting the fierce competition of newspapers during the time (Krauss, 1998).  

At the turn of the century, in 1902, McClure’s magazine published a 19-part series 

written and reported by Ida Tarbell exposing the business dealings of John D. Rockefeller’s 

Standard Oil Company. Her investigative journalism techniques included interviews and 

conversations with lawyers, employees and a senior executive with Standard Oil as well as 

digging up internal documents containing unethical behavior. The series was later published as a 

book. Exposure of these shady business dealings lead to public fury that is credited with what 

eventually became the breakup of Standard Oil due to a US Supreme Court ruling in 1911 (King, 

2012). 

Shortly following Tarbell’s exposure of Rockefeller’s plan to wipe out competition, 

Upton Sinclair uncovered the disturbing realties of Chicago’s meat processing plants in his book 

The Jungle published in 1906. Though Sinclair expressed disappointment that readers missed the 

most important message, brutal treatment of workers and animals, and instead focused on the 

unsanitary conditions of the meatpacking facilities, change ensued from his reporting. The Jungle 

played a role in the passing of the Pure Food and Drug Act (1906) and the Meat Inspection Act 

(1906) (Bachelder, 2006). 
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Rachel Carson, born just one year after the publication of Sinclair’s The Jungle, 

investigated the effects of the insecticide DDT on humans and wildlife depicted in her 1962 book 

Silent Spring. While DDT saved countless lives by eradicating malarial mosquitos and typhus-

transmitting lice during World War II Carson, a nature writer and former marine biologist, 

examined the other side of the pesticide (Zubrin, 2012). While the book begins with a fable 

depicting a community negatively impacted by DDT based on Carson’s research, Silent Spring is 

known for launching the environmental movement that still exists today. The book, and Carson’s 

work, is credited for provoking everything from the Clean Air Act in 1963 to the formation of 

the Environmental Protection Agency in 1970, and other policy changes in between (Lepore, 

2018). 

The 20th century brought the inventions of radio and television and later the Internet, 

initiating a slow, steady decline of newspaper circulation. Yet, the value of newspaper reporting 

continued to prove its importance through investigative journalism techniques by reporters such 

as Bob Woodward and Carl Bernstein credited with uncovering the Watergate scandal in 1972 

during Richard Nixon’s Presidency (NPR Staff, 2014). Connecting political crimes and a 

burglary to Nixon’s reelection campaign through investigative reporting Woodward and 

Bernstein earned the Washington Post the 1973 Pulitzer Prize in Public Service Journalism 

(“1973 Pulitzer Prizes,” n.d.). All the President’s Men, a book written by Woodward and 

Bernstein, later turned into a movie produced by Robert Redford, depicts the investigative 

process by Woodward and Bernstein to expose the scandal.  Their reporting influenced 

congressional hearings ending in Nixon’s resignation less than two months after the printing of 

All the President’s Men (NPR Staff, 2014). 
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In the new millennium, investigative journalism continued to uncover horrific acts and 

seek justice. In 2002, Boston Globe’s investigative journalists, known as the Spotlight team, 

uncovered a sexual child abuse scandal in the Catholic Church. Exposing the abuse allowed 

survivors to receive some justice and raised awareness to protect children in the future. The 

Spotlight team, led by Boston “outsider” editor Marty Baron, questioned the norm, examined the 

big picture and showed patience in reporting and printing (Barnes, 2016). The story of the 2003 

Pulitzer Prize winning investigative team is depicted in the movie titled Spotlight (Ciras, 2015). 

Since the publication of the scandal 850 priests have been defrocked and over 2000 sanctioned, 

but there has been little change in terms of policy (Barnes, 2016). As recently as August 2018 a 

grand jury report shows that over 300 priests in the Pennsylvania Catholic dioceses have abused 

more than 1,000 children (Burke & Cullinane, 2018). 

For centuries journalists have used in-depth investigative techniques to uncover and 

discover truths. Serving as a voice for the people, journalists bring light to circumstance by 

exposing facts. While unveiling is the first step in correcting a problem an emerging form of 

journalism, solutions journalism, seeks to go beyond exposure of dilemmas in reporting 

practices. 

 

The Evolution of Solutions Journalism 

Since at least the 1960s, journalists have challenged conventional journalism with 

techniques to promote positive references over negative ones and to provide conflict resolution 

within stories. Journalists have also used the written word to spread truths regarding harmful 

practices in hopes to facilitate positive change in society. 
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Peace journalism was presented as the antidote to war journalism during the 1960s and 

1970s. The driving force behind the movement was sociologist Johan Galtung (Wenzel, Gerson, 

& Moreno, 2016). Galtung expressed medias influence of playing the role of mediator. While he 

did not believe that media is the cause of war or peace, he did feel that media plays a role in 

influencing consumers through words and images (Galtung, 1985).  

Today’s leading proponents of the movement, Anabel McGoldrick and Jake Lynch, 

define peace journalism as journalism that “creates opportunities for society at large to consider 

and value nonviolent responses to conflict” (Lynch and McGoldrick, 2005, p. 5). This is 

achieved when reporters and editors make conscious choices about what to report and how to 

present content (Lynch and McGoldrick, 2005).  With McGoldrick and Lynch leading the 

charge, peace journalism is no longer strictly the antidote to war journalism. The practice offers 

journalists the opportunity to deescalate conflicts by presenting peaceful options for various 

types of conflict over polarizing narratives (Greenwell, 2017). 

Civic journalism, also known as public journalism, emerged in the 1990s seeking to 

position journalism as a vital participant in the operations of democracy. This movement 

advocates framing news from the bottom up (Gerson, Moreno, & Wenzel, 2016).  While 

empowering “average” citizens through discussions and active involvement, journalists become 

engaged in the communities they are covering and the issues that impact the citizens (Massey, 

1998).  

Today, everyday citizens practice citizen journalism through social media. Citizen 

journalism has evolved from journalists involving community members in discussions and 

actions to community members actively reporting their experiences and opinions themselves. 

While this involvement may bridge a gap between reported news and what citizens perceive to 
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be important risks arise as citizens, nonprofessionals, produce news that may include 

inaccuracies (Fonseca, 2017).  

In the spring of 1998 the term solutions journalism surfaced, first emerging in the 

Columbia Journalism Review article “The Rise of Solutions Journalism.” The article shares the 

techniques used by such organizations as ABC News, The New York Times Magazine and the 

Los Angeles Times to produce stories with problems and solutions that work (Benesch, 1998). As 

defined by the Solutions Journalism Network (SJN), a nonprofit organization that exists to 

educate and connect journalists, journalism educators, and future journalists about news that 

offers responses to problems, solutions journalism is “rigorous and compelling reporting about 

responses to social problems” (Bansal & Courtney, 2015, p. 2). Three journalists passionate 

about the solutions journalism movement, David Bornstein, Tina Rosenberg, and Courtney 

Martin, founded the SJN in 2013 (Gerson, Moreno, &Wenzel, 2016). Since its founding, the 

practice of solutions journalism has grown exponentially. The organization, found on the Internet 

at https://www.solutionsjournalism.org/, strives to provide tools and support to journalists 

conducting solutions-oriented journalism. It also trains journalists and newsrooms on how to 

engage in solutions journalism. In addition, it serves as a resource for educational institutions to 

provide information on teaching solutions journalism in classrooms and online. Though not part 

of the original vision of the SJN, training aspiring journalists in the classroom honors SJN’s 

mission statement to spread the practice of solutions journalism (Porter, 2017).  

 

What Is Solutions Journalism? 

In academic literature, solutions journalism is defined as a technique within the practice 

of constructive journalism “an emerging form of journalism that applies techniques from the 

https://www.solutionsjournalism.org/
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field of positive psychology to news work in an effort to create more productive, engaging news 

stories while remaining committed to journalism’s core functions” (McIntyre, 2015, p.iii). 

While other forms of journalism, such as peace and civic, may share common goals with 

solutions-oriented journalism practices differ in the mission to improve society. Peace journalism 

centers on war and peace coverage with the goal of promoting peace, while solutions journalism 

does not advocate for specific outcomes (Lough & McIntyre, 2018b). Civic journalism and 

solutions journalism differ in that the practice of civic journalism view journalists’ role as one 

who is responsible for covering news that encourages consumers to engage in advocating 

through actions (such as town hall debates). While reporting on solutions to current social 

problems may contribute to consumers taking action, solutions oriented stories do not advocate 

consumers partake in change (Wenzel, Gerson, & Moreno, 2016).  

Not all stories are right for a solutions approach yet Rosenberg, journalist and cofounder 

of SJN, encourages journalists to always consider integrating a solutions angle. Similar to 

traditional journalism producing a solutions story may include using investigative skills, 

multimedia skills, data skills and request for public records (Porter, 2017).  

Solutions journalism differs most in its approach to interviewing and framing. Using the 

five W’s to gather information, “who?”, “what?”, “when?”, “where” and “why?” and adding 

“how?” allows journalists to create new conversations with their subjects. Slightly different 

phrasing of questions shifts the tone opening opportunities for solutions oriented discussions. 

Framing a solutions story includes examining information from the angle of “howdunnit” as 

opposed the traditional approach of “whodunnit” (Porter, 2017). Focusing on “how” instead of 

“who” journalists must delve deeper into how programs function, outcomes are achieved, and 

other often overlooked details (Thier, 2016b).  
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Elements of a Solutions Story 

In order to qualify as a solutions journalism story, four qualities must be met (Thier, 

2016b). First, the piece should present a social problem and a response to the issue. In addition to 

introducing the problem and response, the story should offer evidence of results linked to the 

response, or the “how-to’s” of problem solving. The problem solving tells a story and tension 

naturally occurs when solving a problem is challenging. Discovery during the process of sharing 

responses provides insight to successes and failures and, as a result, includes the third required 

quality; conveying an insight or teachable lesson. This does not include “good intentions” but 

effectiveness backed by evidence and results. Lastly, to produce a solutions journalism piece, a 

journalist should explain the limitations of a response. This helps to expose risks and limitations 

that are present with even the best of solutions (Bansal & Martin, 2015). The presence of these 

qualities is what differentiates solutions journalism from advocacy (Thier, 2016b). 

There are also a number of elements that must be absent from a story to be considered 

solutions journalism. Solutions Journalism Network refers to these points as the “Seven 

Imposters.”  These are styles of stories that are sometimes mistaken for solutions journalism. 

These “imposters” include the follow types of stories: 

1. Hero worship − glorifying an individual 

2. Silver bullet − describing innovative gadgets as “lifesavers”  

3. Favor for a friend − profiles that promote, similar to public relations 

4. Think tank − proposals that are not yet in existence  

5. Instant activist − promoting support for a cause  

6. The afterthought − solutions tossed in at the end of a story without ample research 
and investigating  

7. The heart-warmer − sweet, heartfelt stories about something or someone  
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By ensuring the existence of the four qualities and the absence of the seven imposters, 

solutions journalism produces rigorous and often in-depth investigative work with substance 

(Bansal & Martin, 2015). 

 

Solutions Journalism Projects 

Solutions journalism stories are produced in many forms. From print to video, the 

mission is the same, share what works. Through its emergence a variety of projects have 

developed as a result of the movement. Three of these ventures include The New York Times’ 

“Fixes” column, the Seattle Times’ Education Lab, and Small Town, Big Change, a project based 

in New Mexico and Colorado.  

The New York Times’ “Fixes” column launched in 2010 as an attempt to offer a weekly 

column with solutions to current social challenges (Bornstein, 2012). Along with behavioral 

insights co-authors and SJN co-founders, Tina Rosenberg and David Bornstein, strive to include 

data within the stories to provide evidence-based findings that contribute to social improvements 

(“The New York Times Fixes Column,” n.d.). 

The Seattle Times’ Education Lab launched in October 2013 with the goal to identify and 

evaluate local and national programs showing promise for addressing problems in schools. In 

partnership with the SJN and a grant from the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, the Education 

Lab strives to “create a new conversation that connects teachers, parents, students and others 

around innovation in schools” (“About Education Lab”, n.d., para 4). Since its creation, reporters 

for the Seattle Times have published a variety of stories addressing challenges in schools. These 

stories have resulted in community engagement and policy changes. In 2015, in-depth research 

and interviews on discipline within schools raised awareness of alternative ways to manage 
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discipline that prove to be more effective. Journalists at the Seattle Times invited educators and 

parents to participate in a discussion regarding the findings and later a “community 

conversation” based on the prior discussion. While this approach has the ingredients of civic 

journalism, the Seattle Times Education Lab journalists insist they avoid advocating for any 

particular positions, keeping true to the formula of solutions journalism. Months later, as a result 

of these “conversations,” the school board unanimously voted to make policy changes in the area 

of school discipline (Chan, 2015).   

As recently as 2016, a project titled Small Town, Big Change, involving the collaboration 

of seven news organizations from New Mexico and Colorado, grew from a study conducted by 

the SJN and the LOR (Livable. Opportunity. Responsibility.) Foundation, an organization 

focused on improving quality of life in Colorado, Idaho, Montana, New Mexico and Wyoming.  

After conducting a region-wide survey across small towns and analyzing the content of the news 

organizations serving those towns, findings showed small town consumers news needs were not 

being met (Todd, 2016). Small Town, Big Change set out to meet the needs of these 

communities by focusing on issues impacting those in these regions in the form of solutions-

oriented stories (Hammonds, 2016). After perceived success from these initiatives, including 

over 50 stories that resulted in awareness of issues relevant to these communities, a second phase 

was launched in 2017 extending into the state of Montana (Hammonds, 2017).  

 

Spreading the Practice of Solutions Journalism 

With the guidance of SJN, solutions journalism is being taught in newsrooms and, more 

recently, classrooms across the United States. According to the solutions journalism network 

website, https://www.solutionsjournalism.org/impact, as of July 2018, 145 newsrooms have 

https://www.solutionsjournalism.org/impact
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collaborated with SJN on solutions-oriented projects and 17 journalism schools are currently 

using curriculum to educate students on solutions journalism. In addition, eight local SJN 

communities exist in metropolitan areas to provide support and in-person training for solutions 

journalism.  

Newsrooms engaged with SJN include large institutions, such as the Cleveland Plain 

Dealer and the Detroit Free Press, as well as small organizations like the Pueblo Chieftain and 

Victoria Advocate (“Our Impact”, n.d.). In March 2018 the Montgomery Advertiser announced 

the restructuring of their newsroom to function as a solutions-based organization (Krift, 2018). 

Some of the restructuring aspects include long-term solutions-based projects, more social media 

open discussions, a reduction in top-down editorials, and every week each reporter at the 

Advertiser is asked to produce one enterprise story (Hammonds, 2018). 

Education about solutions journalism is also taking place on university campuses. 

Examples of colleges offering solutions journalism classes include a 10-week course on 

techniques of solutions journalism at the University of Oregon, followed by a second semester 

producing a solutions journalism piece for OR Magazine’s digital publication. Temple 

University, in Philadelphia, offers a 14-week course that addresses violence through solutions-

oriented reporting. Holly Wise, professor and SJN university network coordinator, teaches 

“Framing Solutions Storytelling through Digital Narrative,” a two-week online course at Texas 

State (Porter, 2017). 

With the tools and resources accessible to teach and learn techniques for solutions 

journalism along with the local and national support available to all journalists, the solutions 

journalism movement is growing at a rapid pace (Solutions Journalism Network, n.d.).  
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Previous Research in Solutions Journalism 

Scholarly research related to solutions journalism, constructive journalism (journalism 

that incorporates techniques from the field of positive psychology), and positive psychology in 

journalism allows us to better understand the impact of solutions journalism on consumers, 

publications, journalists and instructors. While these in-depth studies have predominantly 

focused on the consumer, the recent growth of solutions journalism is sparking interest in 

understanding the impact this form of reporting has on all involved.  

 

Consumers 

Studies regarding consumers of solutions journalism vary from analysis of written 

content, photography and online stories. 

A 2016 study titled “Positive news makes readers feel good” compared three types of 

news: negative, positive and “silver lining” (defined as stories that highlight a positive outcome 

of an inherently negative event) to determine the impact on readers. Results from this research 

study suggest what one might assume, positive news makes readers feel good. Also, “silver 

lining” stories may allow media to present negative news while also reaping the benefits gained 

from positive news (McIntyre & Gibson, 2016). “Innovating news journalism through positive 

psychology,” a 2011 study conducted by Cathrine Gyldensted at the University of Pennsylvania, 

examined the results of online surveys by participants after reading negative traditional news 

stories and one of five “manipulated variants” that were created using principles of positive 

psychology. It was determined in her study that, “It may take multiple positive news stories to 

counter the emotional impact of a single negative story” (Gyldensted, 2011, p. 2).  “Publishing 

the Positive,” a research study conducted by Jodie Jackson, managed interviews with readers and 
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authors of the publication Positive News, a new constructive journalism news magazine that aims 

to produce inspiring news stories, to determine the psychological perspective of producing and 

reading news that has a positive angle. Jackson also examined the “detrimental effects of 

negative news on both the individual and society” (Jackson, 2016, p. 2). In addition to her work 

with Gibson, McIntyre examined the impact on readers’ affect, attitudes, engagement and 

behavior through two constructive journalism techniques: positive emotion in news stories and 

solutions information in news stories. Her findings suggest that when readers experienced 

positive emotions while reading a news story, they felt better and expressed strong intent to 

engage in positive behavior compared to those readers who experienced a negative news story. A 

second part to this study indicated while readers felt good after reading news stories that 

provided solutions to social problems, their reaction did not impact their behavior (McIntyre, 

2015).  

The Engaging News Project, part of the Center for Media Engagement at the University 

of Texas at Austin whose mission is to improve online news, has actively engaged in a number 

of studies involving solutions journalism online. In a report published in 2014, researchers Curry 

and Hammonds learned when comparing consumers who engaged in online non-solutions stories 

(focusing solely on the problem) and online solutions stories (reporting on the problem and a 

response as a possible solution) findings indicate journalism that is solutions-based has the 

potential to positively impact individuals and their relationships with news organizations. This is 

concluded from the specific results suggesting stories that include solutions: 

• -“Heightening audiences’ perceived knowledge and sense of efficacy” 

• -“Strengthen the connection between audiences and news organizations” 

• -“Catalyze potential engagement on an issue” (Curry & Hammonds, 2014, p.1). 
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More recently, Curry, Stroud and McGregor conducted an experiment presenting a story 

with two versions, non-solutions and solutions, to a random audience through the Deseret News 

homepage. The purpose of this study was to examine the behavior of readers. Results from this 

study show that, when compared to strictly problem-focused stories, solutions oriented coverage 

“increases optimism, a sense of self-efficacy, and intentions to get involved in efforts to address 

the problem” (Curry, Stroud, & McGregor, 2016, p.5). 

In addition to working with the Deseret News in Utah, the Engaging News Project 

examined the impact of journalists Joan Garrett McClane and Joy Lukachick Smith’s work in the 

Chattanooga Times Free Press. “The Poverty Puzzle,” a series focused on poverty, was 

published in the Chattanooga Times Free Press in March 2016 and earned a spot as a 2017 

Pulitzer Prize finalist.  The Engaging News Project reported on the responses to the series by 

examining public government documents and using Twitter to monitor online discourse. After 

the series was published the subject of poverty saw a rise in tweets from the public. Though 

community leaders and religious organizations did not have an increase in tweets regarding 

poverty, mentions at the local Chattanooga City Council meeting increased greatly. Results of 

this study create the assumption that the raised awareness of poverty may have impacted the 

community beyond the days following the series (McGregor & Stroud, 2016). In all three cases, 

results from these studies at the Engaging News Project showed a positive relationship between 

solutions-based reporting, readers and news organizations.  

An analysis of images accompanying news stories with solutions-focused content 

conducted using visual theory was carried out to inspect the impact of visual content in 

relationships to solutions journalism stories. Findings from previous studies on the impact of 

images in news stories determined images drive behavioral intentions while text more often 
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drives the influence of opinion. With this in mind, findings from Kyser Lough and Karen 

McIntyre’s work suggest that visual content should be closely examined in solutions journalism 

pieces as a key part of solutions-oriented work is based on behavioral intentions. Lough and 

McIntyre conclude that after examining over 1,200 solutions journalism news stories 

accompanied by photographs, visuals in solutions journalism stories are best presented when 

reporters and photographers work together. In other words, using a staff photographer as 

opposed to wire photos enhance the work by more accurately depicting the point of the story. 

While photos illustrating conflict may initially grab a consumer’s attention, a solutions-oriented 

story is most effective when the photograph reflects solutions presented in the work (Lough & 

McIntyre, 2018a). 

 

Journalists 

Lough and McIntyre, cited in the study of visual content, are some of the first to examine 

journalists who practice solutions journalism. With the goal to better understand these 

professionals perspective on solutions-oriented production habits and the field of solutions 

journalism, 14 journalists actively practicing solutions journalism were interviewed resulting in 

the following findings: 

• Journalists perceive solutions journalism as homologous to investigative journalism.  

• Solutions journalism is applicable to a broad variety of topics. 

• Reporting solutions-oriented stories can be challenging in regards to objectivity. 

• A different mindset is present when reporting using solutions journalism techniques. 

• Success of solutions reporting is dependent upon management support. 

• Overall, reporting solutions stories is worth it, despite obstacles (Lough & McIntyre, 
2018b). 
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Instructors 

Kathryn Thier, researcher and professor of journalism at the University of Oregon, 

conducted research on the impact of implementing solutions journalism coursework in university 

settings. Through her exploration, Thier learned that university instructors are inspired by 

teaching courses in solutions journalism. In addition, due to the disruption in the field of 

journalism, it is important to closely consider implementing courses with elements of solutions 

journalism and to continue to examine and revisit these courses based on the changing impact 

and challenges journalists face within the profession (Thier, 2016a).  

Donica Mensing’s work in researching the future of journalism emphasizes the need to 

include community-centered teaching in the journalism education classrooms. “Moving the focus 

of attention from the industry to the community could reconnect journalism with its democratic 

roots and take advantage of new forms of news creation, production, editing and distribution” 

(Mensing, 2010, p. 512). 

These studies offer valuable insight on consumers, instructors and journalist’s thoughts 

about the practice of solutions journalism. This research examines a slightly different area of 

solutions journalism by engaging with journalists to understand how they are impacted, what 

they hope to accomplish and how they are striving to accomplish their vision.  

 

The History of Positive Psychology 

By exposing a problem and sharing what works, solutions journalism investigates the 

whole story. Similar to this complete picture, the field of positive psychology examines the 

whole person, not only exposing what’s wrong and how to fix it, but also what is going well. At 

the turn of the 19th century American Psychology Association President John Dewey addressed 
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the organization’s members, expressing the unique opportunity the field of psychology held to 

add value to individuals and communities by promoting wellness.  

In the 1960s psychologists Abraham Maslow and Carl Rogers advocated for the field of 

psychology to shift its focus to humanistic psychology, the study of the whole person, in order to 

help others “achieve their full potential” (Schueller, 2009). Despite these early efforts to promote 

wellness in addition to treating disease, a focus on pathology, what’s wrong and how it can be 

fixed or improved, has been the primary trend in the field of psychology since its inception. 

In the winter of 1997, two psychologists, Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi and Martin Seligman, 

came up with the theory of positive psychology during a holiday conversation (Krisjansson, 

2010). Positive psychology is defined as the scientific study of what enables individuals and 

communities to thrive (International Positive Psychology Association, 2011). Seligman realized 

that since World War II, psychology’s primary focus had been on ways to remedy human 

problems. While positive advancements had been made in the field of psychology using this 

approach, the sole emphasis on pathology resulted in an imbalance. While serving as president of 

the American Psychology Association in 1998, Martin Seligman presented the idea of positive 

psychology to his peers and during his tenure chose “positive psychology” as his presidential 

theme (Whitman, 2016). 

 

Positive Psychology Today 

Over the past decade, advances in the field of positive psychology have grown 

substantially (Tracey & Hanham, 2015).  Beginning with a vision to broaden the focus of 

psychology, the Positive Psychology Center at the University of Pennsylvania currently has over 

a dozen research projects related to well-being. These projects range from Angela Duckworth’s 
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Character Lab, studying and advancing character development, to the World Well-Being project, 

measuring physical health and well-being built on social media language. In addition to research, 

education opportunities in the field of positive psychology include an online certification 

program on the foundations of positive psychology to a Masters of Applied Positive Psychology 

currently serving students world wide as a hybrid model, composed of virtual and in-person 

classes (Positive Psychology Center, n.d.a). 

 

Positive Psychology Theory 

In the field of positive psychology the first theory to emerge analyzed happiness into 

three different components: positive emotion, engagement, and meaning. This theory, referred to 

as the authentic happiness theory, evolved into a more complex theory. The more recent five-

pillar theory, known as PERMA, focuses on well-being. While inclusive of happiness, well-

being builds on the three-pillars of authentic happiness to achieve a measurement for flourishing 

(Seligman, 2011). Flourishing is simultaneously the absence of the crippling elements of the 

human experience – depression, anxiety, anger, fear – and the presence of enabling ones – 

positive emotions, meaning, healthy relationships, environmental mastery, engagement and self-

actualization (Seligman and Csikszentmihalyi, 2000). 

 

PERMA – Theory of Well-Being 

The PERMA model includes five different elements that contribute to the well-being 

theory: positive emotions, engagement, positive relationships, meaning, and accomplishment. 

These components are considered the foundation for a life of well-being. Unlike other theories of 

well-being, the PERMA theory includes dimensions that are both purposeful and pleasure filled 
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(Coffey, Wray-Lake, Mashek, & Branand, 2014). By combining two conceptualizations such as 

hedonic, a “subjective experience of happiness or pleasure”, and eudaimonic, providing 

emphasis “on fulfilling one’s potential, rather then affect and satisfaction judgment”, PERMA 

provides a more well-rounded theory (Mitchell, Vella-Brodrick, and Klein, 2010, p 31).  

Positive emotion is the first element. One of the original pillars in authentic happiness 

theory, it includes what we feel such as happiness, hope and life satisfaction (Coffey, Wray-

Lake, Mashek, Branand, 2014). Positive emotion is subjective, just like the second element, 

engagement (Seligman, 2011). This hedonic form of well-being allows us to experience 

optimism and hope about the present, past and future, within limits (Positive Psychology Center, 

n.d.b).  

Engagement includes being absorbed in life activities resulting in flow (Coffey, Wray-

Lake, Mashek, Branand, 2014).  The state of flow, as defined by Seligman, is “being one with 

the music, time stopping, and the loss of self-consciousness” (Seligman, 2011, p. 11).  With true 

engagement, an individual’s attention as well as their skills and strengths are fully focused on a 

task. Self-awareness disappears and time seems to stop. The act of engagement, according to 

Csikszentmihalyi, is gratifying not because of what one receives from it but the experience itself 

(Positive Psychology Center, n.d.b).  

Positive relationships consist of connection with other people that leave one feeling cared 

for, supported, socially integrated and satisfied (Kern, Waters, Adler, and White, 2015). Purpose 

and meaning result from connections with others. Working together with other human beings 

promotes survival (Positive Psychology Center, n.d.b).  

The element of meaning provides a sense of purpose. This sense of purpose arises when 

one sees beyond themselves, serving something bigger than the self (Seligman, 2011).  Societal 
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institutions such as community, religion, work organizations, among others, may empower a 

sense of meaning (Positive Psychology Center, n.d.b).  

Accomplishment, or the act of striving for achievement, is “ a persistent or determined 

drive to master or accomplish something for one’s own sake”  (Coffey, Wray-Lake, Mashek, 

Branand, 2014, p.190).  This pursuit occurs even when there is no personal gain in areas such as 

relationships, meaning, or positive emotion (Positive Psychology Center, n.d.b). 

According to Seligman, each of these elements must own the following three properties: 

• -It must contribute to well-being 

• -People pursue the element for its own sake, not in order to achieve other elements 

• -It must include exclusivity, meaning the element should be defined and measured 
independently of the other elements (Khaw & Kern, 2015). 

 

Previous Studies Using PERMA 

Some research to date using PERMA includes a well-being study of college students and 

adolescents, assessing the PERMA theory in differing cultures, adolescent males transitioning 

back into society following juvenile detention, positive psychology and the Internet, and 

innovating news journalism. Four of these studies are presented in more detail below. 

A study published in the Journal of Positive Psychology used the PERMA model to 

measure well-being in adolescents. The purpose of this study was to explore the possibility of 

application in the field of positive psychology. Through questionnaires and assessments 516 

Australian male students ages 13−18 were measured using the PERMA model. The research 

concluded that by measuring well-being in students the potential to promote well-being in 

students increases. The study also determined that PERMA is a useful tool within the field of 

positive education (Kern, Waters, Adler, White, 2015). 
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In 2018 a study was published using the PERMA model to better understand well-being 

of college students with disabilities. Subjects consisted of females and males with disabilities 

enrolled in Hunter College STEM programs in New York City. Using PERMA and seven other 

measures results concluded, “PERMA is a mediator for the relationship between functional 

disability and life satisfaction” (Tansey et al., 2018, p.137).  

Examining multi-ethnic and multi-cultural populations in Malaysia using the concept of 

well-being suggested while cultural modifications may be necessary, PERMA-profiler may serve 

as a tool for evaluating well-being cross-culturally (Khaw & Kern, 2015).   

Emirati university students in the United Arab Emirates participated in a study striving to 

conclude if descriptions of happiness, as defined by the students, aligned with the five pillars of 

PERMA.  Results showed an overlap with the way happiness is described and the PERMA 

pathways, suggesting the model is culturally consistent (Lambert D’raven, L. & Pasha-Zaidi, N., 

2015). 

This study examines the impact on individuals behind solutions journalism and also the 

impact that the well-being theory applied through solutions journalism may change communities 

and organizations.  

One of journalism’s important core functions is to serve as a voice for the people. Those 

practicing and those consuming reported news are impacted by the presentation and content of 

stories. Similar to psychology strictly reporting and acknowledging pathological truths, while 

important to expose, places energy on destructive thoughts and patterns. While exposing a 

problem is necessary for change and progress, simply exposing a problem stops short. In order to 

progress, solutions must be shared and explored. Connecting the practice of solutions journalism 
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to positive psychology’s theory of well-being allows for an examination of the impact solutions-

oriented reporting has on consumers and practicing journalists.  
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METHOD 

The purpose of examining solutions journalism through positive psychology is to 

discover the impact of how reporting about outcomes in addition to problems affects individuals 

and communities. The focus of this study is not to determine the influence these stories have on 

the consumer, but rather how journalists are applying these techniques, the impression this 

reporting technique has on the journalist and what the journalist is accomplishing through 

solutions journalism reporting. In addition to interviewing journalists who are practicing or have 

practiced solutions journalism techniques, examining solutions journalism pieces for elements of 

PERMA, positive psychology theory, allows the opportunity to determine if elements of positive 

psychology are naturally present in the work. 

In order to learn how journalists are applying solutions journalism to change the way 

news is reported and the impact this practice has on journalists, nine in-depth interviews were 

conducted with journalists. Subjects recruited and interviewed for this project include journalists 

who have experienced learning, teaching, and using solutions journalism techniques. All subjects 

were older than 18. The journalists were initially contacted through email (APPENDIX A). 

Participants were asked to verbally agree to informed consent prior to the phone interview 

(APPENDIX B). Interviews took place January 2018 through March 2018, along with one 

follow-up interview in August 2018, and lasted between 30 and 60 minutes. Interview questions 

included topics related to their work using solutions journalism techniques (APPENDIX C). The 

university’s Institutional Review Board approved all research.  

Each participant was asked if they prefer to be identified by name or remain anonymous. 

All agreed to be identified by name. With permission from the interviewee, the conversation was 
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recorded and later transcribed by the interviewer (researcher) for analysis. The researcher then 

used the transcripts of the interviews to uncover themes within the participants’ replies to find 

answers to the research questions. 

Techniques used to analyze interview transcriptions included comparing and contrasting 

interviews, clustering those that are similar, and creating metaphors of what appears to be 

occurring in the data (Hesse-Biber, 2017, pp. 307-325).  

During examination of the data, patterns began to emerge. Reading through the 

transcripts over a dozen times throughout the research process, highlighting words and phrases 

and assigning a label, creating memos, comparing and contrasting and clustering data allowed 

for clear themes to arise.  

In addition to interviews, ten solutions journalism pieces were examined through 

qualitative content analysis using the PERMA model. As stated in The Practice of Qualitative 

Research textbook by Hesse-Biber, content analysis is used to “better understand the 

characteristics of what is included and not included in the textual object analysis” (p. 248).  In 

order to ensure that the pieces selected qualified as solutions journalism work each item was 

inspected for inclusion of the four qualities needed to be categorized as solutions journalism 

reporting and the absence of the seven imposters sometimes mistaken for solutions journalism 

work. Once these qualities were identified the articles were analyzed using the PERMA model.  

Each article was read, watched, and/or listened to a minimum of eight times. The first 

examination determined the qualification. Each of the next five examinations included analysis 

for one of the PERMA pillars (ex: examination two searched the piece for positive emotions as 

defined by the PERMA theory, examination three looked at engagement, etc.). The final 
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examinations were used to review and further examine what is included and what is missing 

from each piece.  

Solutions journalism pieces inspected include investigative and opinion work from 

newspapers, video news series, radio and magazines. Many of these pieces can be found on the 

Solutions Journalism Network website through The Solutions Story Tracker. 
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS 

The following results are divided into two main sections. The first section examines 

recurring themes and subthemes through interviews with subjects practicing solutions 

journalism. Journalists interviewed currently create or previously produced work through 

writing, video and audio. In addition, two journalists teach journalism and conduct research at a 

collegiate level. The second main section presents content analysis of ten solutions journalism 

pieces using PERMA, positive psychology’s theory of well-being. 

Interviews 

Journalists who have practiced or are currently practicing solutions journalism techniques 

were interviewed to better understand the practice of solutions journalism. Their responses were 

analyzed using the five elements of PERMA. By answering questions related to each pillar, 

positive emotions, engagement, positive relationships, meaning, and accomplishment the 

researcher gathered information to address the following research questions: 

RQ1: How are journalists applying solutions journalism to change the way news is 
reported? 

RQ2: What do journalists hope to accomplish with their reporting? 

During analysis the code category of hope appeared frequently when speaking about 

positive emotions. Subthemes of hope included the hope felt by journalists practicing solutions 

journalism, hope within communities that propels them forward, and the negative effects of 

absence of hope, when only problems are reported. An additional subtheme was present 

clarifying that hope differs from emotion within the reporting process, which should not be 

present. The theme of community arose quickly and continued to be present within the majority 
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of the interviews. Subthemes within community included the role solutions journalism plays in 

communities through engagement, conversations and healing. In addition a third theme present 

proved to be the opinion and perception regarding the practice of solutions journalism. This 

category showed subthemes including the “Whole Story”, avoiding advocacy and techniques and 

the journalism process.  

 

Theme 1: Hope 

Throughout the interviews, the theme of “hope” emerged often, especially when talking 

about the first pillar of PERMA, positive emotions. This code category describes the feeling 

journalists have associated with researching and producing stories that involve solutions. Though 

solutions presented may not always provide an answer to a problem, the hope that it COULD or 

that a solution MAY be available provides hope.  

In Seligman’s book Flourish the Signature Strength Test describes hope as “expecting the 

best in the future” as well as working and planning with the intention to achieve it (Seligman, 

2011, p. 260). 

Hope is defined by the late C.R. Snyder, professor and hope researcher, as ‘A positive 

motivational state that is based on an interactively derived sense of successful agency (goal-

directed energy), and pathways (planning to meet goals)’ (Dholakia, 2017, para. 9). Yet others, 

such as German philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche, regard hope as ‘the most evil of evils because it 

prolongs man’s torment’ (Dholakia, 2017, para. 1). 

Dholakia’s article published in Psychology Today, examines three studies on hope and 

optimism to better understand the positive and/or negative impact of this feeling. Outcomes from 

these studies show how optimism and hope serve different functions. An optimistic person views 
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his or her future as reaching fulfillment and success somehow be it luck, one’s own actions or 

someone else’s actions. Someone who is hopeful “believes specifically in his or her own 

capability for securing a successful and fulfilling future” (Dholakia, 2017, para.12). More 

specifically, according to a study researching how fans of poor-quality football teams used hope 

and optimism to function “hope’s true and unique nature is in the realm of possibility, when 

individuals are dealing with greater uncertainty” (Bury, Wenzel, & Woodyatt, 2016, p. 598). 

According to this research, hope appears to be a quality consisting of more personal 

control resulting in greater possibility to motivate individuals and groups forward with a higher 

chance of positive outcome, even through uncertainty. 

Reporting solely on problems wears on communities, individuals and journalists. This 

possibility of a solution – not a suggested solution but a viable solution that has worked in a 

similar setting – creates hope for journalists and encourages them to stay engaged with subjects 

and communities and continue to seek solutions. 

Subthemes within the category of hope include the hope felt by journalists practicing 

solutions journalism, hope within communities that propels them forward, the importance of 

eliminating hopelessness through the presence of hope, as well as the absence of emotion 

through the process of reporting, despite the outcome of hope.  

 

Hope for Journalists 

Sarah Gustavus, a public media journalist in New Mexico, shared adding solutions 

journalism techniques to her reporting redirected her work from dead-end, hopeless stories to 

stories with purpose. This hope impacted her as well as consumers. In reference to the repeated 

reporting on depressing issues in her state and community Gustavus shared, “Solutions 
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journalism came along at the right time for me because I didn’t know if I could keep doing it.” 

Once she began seeking and reporting success stories within her state and community, she 

exposed numerous individuals leading their own programs and initiatives directly combating the 

states disturbing statistics of poverty, diabetes and obesity. Reporting on these initiatives 

provided hope for her and others living in the communities as well as connections to grow these 

initiatives, she said.   

Joan Garret McClane, staff writer at the Chattanooga Times Free Press, shared that the 

process of her in-depth investigative reporting of solutions to the problem of poverty in 

Chattanooga impacted her life beyond what she could have imagined. “It (solutions journalism 

reporting) has really made my life worth living. It’s given my life purpose and meaning” stated 

McClane, “What I learned gave me hope.”  

 

Hope That Drives Communities Forward 

More examples of positive change resulting in reporting solutions are found through 

reporting about other communities that have had successes. Krista Torralva, education reporter 

for the San Antonio Express-News, spoke about her experience of reporting on solutions to 

domestic violence in New Haven, CT, which resulted in positive policy changes in the 

community of Corpus Christi, TX. “We were part of the conversation in the community about 

getting GPS ankle monitors for domestic violence defendants who were waiting for trial,” said 

Torralva. This provided warnings for domestic violence victims, helping to prevent repeated 

violence during the timeframe that abusers could be released from jail. By sharing techniques 

that worked in New Haven, community members and public officials in Corpus Christi began to 

work together to implement change.  
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Andrea Wenzel, assistant professor of journalism and former public radio producer, 

worked on a global affairs show at the beginning of her radio career. Wenzel shared, “It was a lot 

of talking about war and genocide every single day.” As important as it was to report on these 

events, presenting the stories felt hopeless. Though prior to the launch of solutions journalism, 

driven to make herself feel less stressed and hopeful her audience would benefit as well, Wenzel 

invited residents to nominate people or groups that were attempting to respond differently to 

global problems. Listeners responded and the segment, “Worldview,” is still a popular segment 

on WBEZ in Chicago today.  

 

Eliminating Hopelessness 

Journalists also touched on the need for hope in order to reduce hopelessness. Stories that 

cease after exposing problems, though sometimes necessary and other times the only option, 

create a breeding ground for hopelessness, the journalists said. Mark Sappenfield, editor of the 

Christian Science Monitor noted, “Journalism that just tears down provides some function but 

kind of leaves society just feeling hopeless.”  

Reporting solutions to depressing statistics whether obesity, poverty, domestic violence, 

crime, or something else provides hope that there is a better way. It sheds light on issues and 

supplies communities and journalists with tools and ideas to try, in hopes to make progress in a 

positive direction for change, the respondents said.  

Bro Krift, executive editor of the Montgomery Advertiser, noted that Tina Rosenberg, 

New York Times “Fixes” column writer and co-founder of SJN, talks about “Who’s doing it 

better?” When a social problem is acknowledged and reporters present others who are dealing 

with this same problem along with what they are doing to improve on the issue, communities 
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begin to realize they are not alone. This discovery produces hope. As Krift shared, problems that 

are afflicted upon a community have often impacted a different community. Sharing and 

understanding how others have managed these challenges changes our perspectives and opens 

our minds. “It’s not necessarily a proposal to make it better because it’s not an opinion piece, but 

it’s showing that there is potentially a way out,” said Krift. 

 

Absence of Emotions 

Those interviewed clearly stated that providing hope through solutions journalism stories 

is different than involving emotions in the reporting process. Journalists unanimously shared that 

emotions should not be guiding or driving a reporter. Instead journalists should be guided by 

facts and information. Claudia Rowe, staff reporter for the Seattle Times Education Lab, said 

reporting may (and should) elicit emotion in readers, but emotions should not drive the reporters. 

Reporters should be guided by information and facts. “ I think that a lot of reporters really 

hunger for that kind of true impact in terms of changing laws and changing lives. A lot of 

reporters are motivated by the hope that what they write will change laws and lives,” shared 

Rowe. 

 

Theme 2: Community 

Journalists overwhelmingly spoke about community throughout the interviews. While 

this theme arose at different times during conversation, it consistently came up when discussing 

the second and third pillars of PERMA, engagement and meaning. 

This code category, community, should not be confused with the genre of community 

journalism. Community journalism is defined as “ a specific practice of gathering, packaging, 
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and distributing news in predominantly small distinct geographical markets, with an emphasis on 

local news and information about community life” (Reader and Hatcher, 2012, p. 3). Some 

characteristics of community journalism may be similar to discoveries from this examination of 

solutions journalism as this code category refers to a group of people who share certain 

characteristics and often refers to a group of people living in the same place. Yet, it also may 

differ as in this study community may refer to people brought together for a common cause or a 

common interest that are in proximity or span the globe. 

Like the mission of community journalism, the techniques of solutions journalism allow 

for community members to become involved in reporting problems and solutions opening up 

conversations about challenges. By engaging people in these communities, as opposed to simply 

reporting without community member involvement, the opportunity to more fully understand 

problems and potential solutions – answers to the problems – increases. In addition, by using 

solutions journalism techniques to report on proven, successful ways to improve and/or eliminate 

challenges in a community as well as attempts that have not been successful in improving 

problems, community members are more likely to engage in these issues.  

Within the category of community, three distinct subcategories arose during coding: 

engagement, conversations, and healing. 

 

Engagement 

The importance of community engagement in this research is expressed through lack of 

engagement as well as inclusion of engagement. Lack of community engagement, especially 

from journalists who are not familiar with the community they are reporting on, not only lessens 

the chance of progress within a community, it increases the risk of creating harm for 
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communities, the study subjects said.   

As McClane stated, “ Journalists aren’t at their best when they parachute into a 

community, rape it with their writing and then just leave to a bigger market. They leave behind 

so many scars and so many misunderstandings and so much division when they are not really 

looking at how journalism can bring communities together and can lift communities up.”  

Throughout the interviews, journalists expressed the importance of involving community 

members to best understand their needs and concerns. Wenzel suggested that community 

engagement is one of the most critical aspects to consider in regards to distrust in the media. 

Kaylee Tornay, education reporter for the Medford Mail Tribune and former undergraduate 

student in solutions journalism, backs this up suggesting that engaging community members and 

presenting solutions along with community problems shows individuals that reporters care about 

progress as much as problems and that they are willing to invest in community improvements.  

As expressed by journalists during the interviews, this practice of engagement leads to 

conversations, a necessary step for progress. 

 

Conversations 

When a community is engaged in the process of storytelling, a dialogue is likely to 

emerge. Caring about communities also means challenging them. In order to challenge 

communities to be better, reporters and community members must be able to speak freely and 

listen, the interview subjects said.  

Krift discussed one of the goals of solutions journalism, “Solutions journalism stories 

allows us to engage the community and its leaders in a conversation that will lead to answers, 

instead of just pointing out problems.” By using solutions journalism techniques to present 
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solutions the opportunity to begin productive dialogue that may lead to positive change arises. 

“Engaging people in a conversation with what the solutions were in another community and what 

people are doing in this community…that’s the foundation of solutions journalism” noted Krift.  

The impact on pubic policy due to the conversations that emerge through solutions 

reporting is impressive. As mentioned previously, Torralva’s solutions journalism reporting on 

New Haven’s approach to domestic violence resulted in conversations that led to policy change. 

“Our series was only supposed to last for a year and the community reacted. The outpouring of 

community reaction we couldn’t stop,” Torralva shared. Rowe expressed the impact of tangible 

change through solutions journalism practiced at the Seattle Times Education Lab, “I’ve been 

reporting for over 26 years and I’ve been doing Ed Lab for the last five years. I’ve never seen the 

kind of impact in terms of public policy as with these (solutions journalism) stories.”  

Journalists practicing solutions-oriented reporting share the progress of positive change 

that often occurs through engagement and conversations. This attempt to work together for 

progress promotes healing.  

 

Healing 

Engaging communities and encouraging conversations are important steps toward 

healing. During the interview process journalists expressed concern over the relationships 

between communities and media. Solutions journalism practices appear to promote healing, 

when applied to reporting. Andrea Wenzel shared, “One of the reasons I have tried to understand 

solutions journalism and what’s possible is that I think it will help communities feel more 

connected to media and certainly more reason to use media. It’s addressing some of those 

feelings of mistrust and disengagement.” When presenting solutions to problems in her reporting 
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Gustavus explains, “I can show people that I have a body of work that demonstrates I am really 

interested in imploring solutions and treating people with dignity.”  

The subtheme of healing can be defined as healing within communities, including 

societal improvements, as well as increased trust in media. By providing more than exposure of 

problems in a community, journalists learn and support progress to improve the challenges 

communities face.  “Solutions based journalism is where we are not just pointing out the 

problems but we are looking at what people are doing inside the community and outside the 

community to combat these problems,” shared Krift. Described by Tornay as a “deeply 

communal practice,” solutions journalism allows for progress rooted in positive change.  

 

Theme 3: The Practice of Solutions Journalism 

During the interviews, thoughts surfaced about solutions journalism practices. Overall, 

the interview subjects see the underlying mission and specific techniques of solutions journalism 

to be beneficial to journalists, consumers and the industry.  Within this category, three subthemes 

emerged: the “Whole Story,” avoiding advocacy, and teaching solutions journalism techniques 

and the journalism process.  

 

The Whole Story 

According to those who practice solutions journalism, the process and techniques used to 

report allow for journalists to prepare what is often referred to as the “Whole Story.” Co-founder 

of the SJN, David Bornstein, explains that the term the “Whole Story” refers to providing a 

“more accurate picture of the world” by reporting responses to problems alongside the problems 

(Rosenstiel, 2014, p.1). While some stories can only be presented as problems, since there are no 
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current solutions to be found, an attempt to seek out solutions that have been applied, whether or 

not successful, enables a journalist to share a well-rounded story. ‘At its best, it (solutions 

journalism) should be showing people in communities what their options are to try and address 

problems without advocating for one particular approach,’ stated Bornstein in an interview with 

Street Roots News (Waldroupe, 2017, para. 10). 

McClane views sharing the whole story as an opportunity to encourage people to make 

changes, “I wanted to do journalism that hit people and made them want to live differently.” As 

Bornstein shares when practicing solutions journalism, the journalist becomes an interpreter and 

collects information for the community. Then the journalist has the opportunity to create a 

problem-solving narrative or story to present facts and data to support the problem and solutions 

(Waldroupe, 2017). Despite the positive aspects of producing a solutions story, such as hope and 

progress among others, Wenzel shared that reporting the whole story does not always mean 

happy endings. Though consumers may be tired of stories filled with negativity and problems, 

she also believes they are not seeking fairy tale endings. “They (the public) don’t want things to 

be sugar coated. They want to know the whole story,” said Wenzel. 

Others go as far to suggest that by not sharing attempted solutions and/or successes 

related to a problem, we are misleading consumers. “In some ways we are giving a false sense of 

the actual story of the country and the world by the way we do journalism, ” shared Sappenfeld. 

A 2016 article from the Poynter Institute mirrors Sappenfelds beliefs, “By regularly highlighting 

problems without including responses, journalists can convey a false sense that people haven’t 

tried to fix things or don’t know how to do any better.” When responses are not covered, stories 

may unintentionally project a biased view and paint an inaccurate picture (Krueger, 2016, para. 

2). 
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While the whole story does not necessarily mean a blissful outcome or peaceful results 

journalists practicing solutions journalism believe providing a more accurate and complete story 

improves the chance of positive advancement. Wenzel and other interviewees were quick to note 

that seeking feel good solutions is not the core of solutions journalism. “It’s not necessarily a 

pure good news story,” stated Wenzel.  As journalists strive to change lives and communities by 

offering solutions, those interviewed made it very clear that solutions journalism is not used to 

advocate specific positions.   

 

Avoiding Advocacy 

Solutions journalism guidelines, if accurately followed, serve as a protectant against 

advocating on a position. The “Seven Imposters,” elements that must be absent from a story to be 

considered solutions journalism, include a number of components that qualify as advocating 

(Bansal & Martin, 2015). Abiding by the structure of a solutions journalism piece, including the 

four qualities, ensures that journalists will not be taking a position or providing opinion. The 

story will be created with data and facts, not judgment.   

This can be difficult for those reporting on communities in which they live. “Of course 

we are biased, but I think the approach of solutions (journalism), the way they (SJN) train 

people, the resources they (SJN) provide, really give us a framework to report on things in a 

different way that is not advocacy as an individual journalist,” noted Gustavus. “ I think when 

you start advocating for something − a particular solution, a particular approach, a particular 

politician − you can’t be a very good reporter.” Bornstein backs this up in his interview with 

Street Roots News, sharing his belief that advocacy and true journalism are separate endeavors 

and cannot be combined. ‘There is advocacy and there is journalism. They are completely 
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different. Journalists shouldn’t be advocating because that defeats the whole purpose of 

journalism’ (Waldroupe, 2017, para. 12). 

Krift shares that by pointing out what others have done to address problems individuals 

and communities naturally begin to question their own attempts at improvement, leading to 

betterment of the system. To paraphrase Krift, practicing solutions journalism is a way to give 

back to a community without advocating. “To provide a place where people can think and argue 

intelligently and you arm them with the knowledge of being able to do that,” said Krift. 

 

Techniques and the Journalism Process 

Some journalists interviewed refer to this technique of seeking out attempted solutions, 

whether or not intentional to solutions journalism, to be good journalism. Rowe stated, “I think it 

(solutions journalism) is sort of formalizing something that good reporters do anyway which is 

just ask more questions and say who else is working on this problem and what kind of results are 

they getting. That’s just good reporting. So it may be kind of formalizing something that many 

people are doing anyways.” Gustavus shares from her own experience that the solutions 

journalism framework helps journalists report on persistent problems, such as poverty and health 

concerns, within communities. Consumers are tired of the depressing stories that include the 

same depressing facts, shares Gustavus. Finding the positive programs and telling those stories 

along side the problems are helping communities make progress, Gustavus noted.  

While this approach of reporting solutions may come naturally to some, others greatly 

benefit from the structure and formula presented in solutions journalism techniques. “I think that 

educating journalists about this specific practice is really important,” said Torney, “We want to 

be careful, deliberate story tellers who are looking for the whole picture in the solution as well as 
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the problem.” Torney added that solutions journalism training occurs in many settings including 

newsrooms and classrooms. The SJN offers an abundance of free resources available to teachers, 

newsrooms and individual journalists in order to spread the tools for practicing solutions 

journalism.  

Wenzel discussed her vision, to see solutions journalism “bleed into everything.” While 

not every story will be a solutions story, why not approach it as one to see if it will work? 

Wenzel said she hopes to see solutions as part of everyday journalism through deep, 

investigative stories to short turn around stories, though she admits that with shorter time frames, 

it is more difficult to produce a piece with reported solutions. “Not every story could be a 

solutions journalism story. Not every story is always appropriate. But asking the question is 

appropriate,” noted Wenzel. 

Repeatedly the subjects expressed a desire for solutions journalism to become a habit, a 

natural part of everyday reporting. 

 

Story Content Analysis 

Using positive psychology theory, ten solutions journalism pieces were analyzed based 

on content. The ten pieces were selected using the criteria for solutions journalism work 

including inclusion of the four elements; present a social problem, provide evidence of results 

connected to the problem, communicate an insight, share the limitations of the response (Thier, 

2016b) and absence of the seven imposters; hero worship, silver bullet, favor for a friend, think 

tank, instant activist, the afterthought, and the heart-warmer (Bansal & Martin, 2015). The five 

pillars of positive psychology theory, PERMA, positive emotions, engagement, positive 
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relationships, meaning, accomplishment provided the basis for analyzing the solutions 

journalism work.  

 

1) New Haven Police’s Approach Aids Children of Violence. (2016, Feb 22). Corpus Christi 
Caller Times by Beatrice Alvarado and Krista M. Torralva 

An investigative piece written by Beatrice Alvarado and Krista M. Torralva examines the 

problem of domestic violence in Corpus Christi, TX by reporting on improvements in managing 

domestic violence in the city of New Haven, CT. Through their reporting, Alvarado and Torralva 

discover changes in the policing approach which focuses on community involvement, police and 

clinician partnerships, and redefining the victims in a domestic abuse crime.  

The story of New Haven’s police presented elements of positive emotion and positive 

relationships. Community and communication among varying professionals proved to be the 

most impactful actions in improving the way domestic violence is managed in the city. Positive 

emotion is expressed through the hope presented in the piece through the in-depth investigation. 

Meaning is also present as those involved in domestic violence cases move beyond their own 

wishes and commit to serving a mission bigger than themselves.  

 

Elements of Solutions Journalism 

• Social problem: Domestic violence 

• Response to social problem: Community partnerships (police and child clinicians 

from Yale’s Child Study Center) and Community policing 

• Limitations: The two groups involved in serving those impacted by domestic violence 

did not understand each other’s roles. 

• Ways on how to overcome limitations: Police and clinicians spent time with each 
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other to learn and understand their responsibilities. 

• Benefits: Changes through community partnerships helped neighborhoods, families 

and children of domestic violence. While crime and domestic violence are still a problem in New 

Haven, reported cases fell and individuals received necessary assistance. 

 

Elements within Story Examined while Using PERMA 

• Positive emotions  (providing hope for the future): “Pastore (New Haven Police chief) 

knew his initiative was working when gang and family members started tipping police off to 

crime” (para. 36). 

• Positive relationships: “The strategy is to work with the neighborhoods – including 

gang members and criminals – and have relationships with residents”  (para. 25).‘We’re learning 

about each other and teaching each other,’ Kowats said. ‘Learning about policing is the first 

thing clinicians do’ (para. 55).  

• Meaning: “The community – oriented policing approach has become a trend across 

the country and the U.S. attorney general last year launched a national community policing tour” 

(para. 26). 

 

2) Trafficking: One Woman’s Journey from Staten Island Slavery to Her Own Boss. (2015, Nov 
2) Christian Science Monitor by Stacy Teicher Khadaroo 

Khadaroo reports on the shocking realties of human trafficking that fill the cities in our 

nation. She shares the story of women in New York City who have found themselves being held 

captive. Khadaroo reports on how these women escaped, the organizations that support them, 

and how these individuals themselves are part of the process to break this cycle. 
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Elements of Solutions Journalism 

• Social problem: Human trafficking 

• Response to social problem: Organizations work to empower former victims to 

become advocates. 

• Limitations:  Work is slow and there are many victims. The women rescued need help 

with clothing, shelter, counseling and legal aid.  

• Ways on how to overcome limitations: Enabling those who have experienced 

trafficking first hand to share experiences and demand changes to help reduce the number of 

victims and prevent the cycle from continuing.  

• Benefits: Organizations, such as Damayan, are helping victims escape and support 

them in finding work to start a new life. 

 

Elements within Story Examined while Using PERMA 

• Positive emotions (providing hope for the future): Hope for others as a survivor goes 

from “slavery” to being her own boss.  

Damayan’s work is a model for how a cycle of victimization can be not only interrupted, 
but also transformed: Jing and other survivors of domestic servitude are gaining 
confidence and stability. (para. 10) 
 
• Positive relationships: Relationships between individuals and organizations results in 

a positive and powerful sense of well-being.  

Former victims become advocates for others, demanding changes to structures that have 
allowed the trafficking of domestic workers to flourish. (para. 11) 
 
The way that they really pull together the legal advocacy, the organizing, the co-op, and 
the political education…that’s how you create social change. (para. 12) 
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• Meaning: Meaning occurs when survivors begin working and advocating for victims 

in situations like they were in – becoming part of the social cause that impacted them. 

 

3) Modern Housing with Village Virtues. (2016, Sept 20) The New York Times Fixes Opinion 
by Courtney E. Martin 

 
Modern housing is an example of an opinion piece that is reported as a solutions 

journalism story. Courtney Martin presents the solutions of cohousing to the struggles of 

working families in the United States today. While labeled an opinion piece, Martin’s reporting 

includes statistics and research to back up the materials presented. True to solutions journalism 

techniques, this opinion story is not advocating for a specific change, merely presenting solutions 

to this social challenge.  

 

Elements of Solutions Journalism 

• Social problem: Struggles of working families today including expenses, social 

isolation, and lack of healthy meals. 

• Response to social problem: Cohousing communities 

• Limitations: Misunderstandings, financing, dynamics of group 

• Ways on how to overcome limitations: Alternative financing, transforming existing 

neighborhoods.  

• Benefits: Cost effective and the potential to be emotionally supportive. 

 

Elements within Story Examined while Using PERMA 

• Positive emotions: (providing hope for the future): Hope for the future is offered by 

presenting a proven option for working families to afford childcare, have healthy meals and a 
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potentially supportive community. 

• Positive relationships: Village mentality offers an opportunity to develop beneficial 

relationships with others in cohousing communities.   

Families will often share meals, yard work and repair labor, sometimes even cars; they 
also help one another spontaneously in many other ways. (para. 4) 
 
• Meaning: According to research conducted by Heidi Berggren, associate professor at 

the University of Massachusetts-Dartmouth, cohousing community residents are more likely to 

become involved in political and civic action serving something greater than themselves.  

 

4) The Push to Find More Gifted Kids: What Washington Can Learn from Miami’s Wins. 
(2017, Dec 7) Seattle Times Education Lab by Claudia Rowe 

 
The lack of student diversity in public school gifted programs prompted Claudia Rowe to 

examine Miami’s Plan B, the districts two-tier system aimed at diversifying the pool of students 

in their gifted and talented program. 

  

Elements of Solutions Journalism 

• Social problem: No ethnic diversity in state schools gifted programs. If children are 

not exposed to higher-level teaching, they are less likely to grow academically. 

• Response to social problem: Plan B in Florida – children of lower income families 

have lower qualifying scores creating a two-tiered system. 

• Limitations: Tier two children may be bright but many lack an academic foundation 

that is solid, making it difficult for them to succeed in these programs. 

• Ways on how to overcome limitations: Miami identifies these students and provides 

tutoring to increase their skills in the areas they are lacking. 
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• Benefits: Bright students from lower socioeconomic backgrounds now have access to 

the strongest state academic programs increasing the opportunity for them to excel. 

 

Elements within Story Examined while Using PERMA 

• Positive emotions (providing hope for the future): The Plan B program in Miami 

provides hope for children and families from lower income families and communities.  

• Meaning: Those behind the movement are seeking to serve children in the 

community, not to receive personal gain. 

 

5) Look at Brazil. (2001, Jan 28) The New York Times Magazine By Tina Rosenberg 

When Tina Rosenberg decided to tackle the issue of AIDS in 2001, she took a new 

approach in hopes to stand apart and make progress in the ongoing battle to beat the deadly virus. 

By investigating and reporting the successes of treating AIDS in Brazil, Rosenberg created a 

solutions oriented story presenting proven methods for managing the crisis in a poor country. 

 

Elements of Solutions Journalism 

• Social problem: The AIDS epidemic in Africa and the cost of treating patients.  

• Response to social problem: Brazil’s approach; “Since 1997, virtually every AIDS 

patient in Brazil for whom it is medically indicated gets free, the same triple cocktail that keep 

rich Americans healthy” (para. 12). 

How do they do it? – “Brazil can afford to treat AIDS because it does not pay market 
prices for antiretroviral drugs – the most controversial aspect of the country’s plan” (para. 
14). The government makes copies of brand-name drugs – dropping the price.  
 
Political commitment, well-organized civic groups make it happen. 
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• Limitations: Patients have to take medicines, attend doctor appointments, and do the 

work but many of these patients struggle with access to transportation, other ailments and 

illiteracy. Outside of Brazil, other countries with patients needing treatment may not  have 

support of their government. 

• Ways on how to overcome limitations: Clinics recruit patients to sit in the waiting 

room with other patients and visit. Clinic workers reach out to patients (via telegram) when they 

do not show up for appointments. 

• Benefits: Saving lives and saving money as treating AIDS prevents other diseases as 

well. The cost of treating is less than the cost of hospitalizing gravely ill patients.  

 

Elements within Story Examined while Using PERMA 

• Positive emotions: (providing hope for the future): Brazil’s success in treating AIDS 

patients provides hope for people with AIDS in all countries.  

• Positive relationships: “They (clinics) recruit patients to sit in the waiting room and 

talk with other patients about their problems and to run Alcoholics Anonymous-style groups” 

(para. 42). 

• Meaning: Individuals and countries are addressing this issue to solve a crisis (national 

and global) without any certain benefit to themselves. Local organizations such as churches and 

Lions Clubs donate baby formula and food. “The nurse at Nova Igua recently took one group on 

a nature hike to a waterfall, because the patients seemed to be getting depressed” (para. 42). 

 

6) The Poverty Puzzle. (2016 March) Chattanooga Times Free Press. By Joan Garrett McClane 
& Joy Lukachick Smith 

 
For over a year journalists McClane and Smith conducted an in-depth investigative study 
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of poverty and those impacted in the city of Chattanooga. Reviewing over 250 peer-revised 

studies from nonprofit organizations and research institutions, readings by social scientists, 

interviews with nonprofit leaders, government officials, social scientists, struggling individuals 

and others to produce a transparent and well-rounded project. 

This massive investigative piece includes printed stories, an interactive project, 

embedded videos online and an interactive expense calculator in the effort to tackle the issues 

related to poverty and present possible solutions in hopes to make a difference in this 

community.  

 

Elements of Solutions Journalism 

• Social problem: Poverty 

• Response to social problem: Uniting, raising awareness (poverty is more than people 

not doing enough – it’s circumstantial)  

• Limitations: The poverty cycle is hard to break. Victims must want to rise  from 

poverty and support needs to be available for these individuals. Positive programs aimed to 

reduce poverty only do so much. 

• Ways on how to overcome limitations: Take note of programs that are having 

success. Be persistent.  

• Benefits: Programs work, people break the cycle. 

 

Elements within Story Examined while Using PERMA 

• Positive emotions (providing hope for the future): Some programs work. Continue to 

apply these in settings where individuals are striving to break out of the poverty cycle.  
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• Positive relationships: Private and public sectors working together (such with 

schools), support systems, and programs resulting in progress. 

 

7) What Montgomery can Learn from Chattanooga’s Startup Success. (2017, Sept 13) 
Montgomery Adviser. By Andrew J. Yawn 

 
Journalist Andrew Yawn spends some time examining the positive growth of 

Chattanooga, TN in hopes to learn of ways to apply similar changes to the communities of 

Montgomery, AL. 

 

Elements of Solutions Journalism 

• Social problem: Montgomery is shrinking and losing young professionals to cities 

such as Chattanooga. Chattanooga has suffered from an empty downtown and being named the 

“dirtiest city in America” in a 1969 federal government report.    

• Response to social problem: Chattanooga responded with private and public entities 

working together towards the common goal of improving the city. 

• Limitations: Efforts to redevelop and improve cities by private and public entities 

collaborating is a time consuming and long process. Despite these improvements, Chattanooga’s 

poverty rate is above national average at 23%, there is high violent crime, a struggling public 

education system, and “very segregated schools.”  

• Ways on how to overcome limitations: Creating a long-term vision, “celebrating” 

small steps along the way, and ignoring critics. 

• Benefits: Private and public entities working together resulted in relationships and a 

community-centered city. Other cities can achieve this by using the same approach if all work 

together and contribute. 
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Elements within Story Examined while Using PERMA 

• Positive emotion (providing hope for the future): The success in Chattanooga due to 

public and private sectors working together provides hope for other cities. It also provides hope 

for improvements in other areas, such as poverty and education, within the city of Chattanooga. 

Montgomery (comparable in size and population) is beginning to take similar steps with the 

vision to become “the next best mid-sized American city”.  

• Relationships: “All together the project set the tone for how Chattanooga’s city 

government would work with the private sector” (para. 21). Private and public entities formed 

relationships and partnerships, working together for the good of the city. 

 

8) Reconnecting with a Healthy Lifestyle: Traditional Foods. Episode 1128 (2018, Jan 12) 
Sarah Gustavus and Antonia Gonzales. Retrieved from: 
https://www.newmexicopbs.org/productions/newmexicoinfocus/re-connecting-with-a-
healthy-lifestyle-traditional-foods/ 

 
“Reconnecting with a Health Lifestyle” is a video episode sharing the successes of locals 

reconnecting with the farming traditions of their heritage. This video allows viewers to see the 

progress of the fight against obesity and diabetes, a major problem in New Mexico, through 

individuals and community efforts. 

 

Elements of Solutions Journalism 

• Social problem: Health problems such as obesity and diabetes due to fast food 

lifestyle. 

• Response to social problem: Farming traditional foods to improve nutritional intake 

(“garden projects”). 

• Limitations: This approach is difficult for urban areas to implement. 

https://www.newmexicopbs.org/productions/newmexicoinfocus/re-connecting-with-a-healthy-lifestyle-traditional-foods/
https://www.newmexicopbs.org/productions/newmexicoinfocus/re-connecting-with-a-healthy-lifestyle-traditional-foods/
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• Ways on how to overcome limitations: Continue efforts to test soil, find areas that are 

“food deserts” (no grocery stores in area) and develop gardens to serve these communities.  

• Benefits: Through garden projects younger generations begin to understand where 

food comes from. Gardening promotes exercise, lifestyle, food to nourish, and bonding.  

 

Elements within Story Examined while Using PERMA 

• Positive emotions (mindfulness for today, providing hope for the future): Helps with 

living expenses and improves the health of individuals and communities. 

• Positive relationships: By working together to produce nourishing foods, children and 

adults learn about farming, health, and working together for a common goal. 

 

9) Surf and Turf: To Reduce Gas Emissions from Cows, Scientist Look to the Ocean. (3 July 
2018) NPR audio The Salt: what’s on your plate by Merrit Kennedy. Retrieved from: 
https://www.npr.org/sections/thesalt/2018/07/03/623645396/surf-and-turf-to-reduce-gas-
emissions-from-cows-scientists-look-to-the-ocean?utm_source=Solutions+Story+Tracker 

 
In this audio report the problem of livestock’s contribution to greenhouse gases 

worldwide is raised and addressed.  “Livestock is a major source of greenhouse gases worldwide. 

About a quarter of the methane emissions due to human activity in the U.S. can be chalked up to 

gas released from these animals, according to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.”  

Elements of Solutions Journalism 

• Social problem: Livestock producing methane emissions – cows burb methane into 

the atmosphere. 

• Response to social problem:  Adding seaweed to the cows diet keeps methane in cows 

gut. 

• Limitations: Some cows don’t like the taste of seaweed. Is it safe for the cows? Does 

https://www.npr.org/sections/thesalt/2018/07/03/623645396/surf-and-turf-to-reduce-gas-emissions-from-cows-scientists-look-to-the-ocean?utm_source=Solutions+Story+Tracker
https://www.npr.org/sections/thesalt/2018/07/03/623645396/surf-and-turf-to-reduce-gas-emissions-from-cows-scientists-look-to-the-ocean?utm_source=Solutions+Story+Tracker
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2018-01/documents/2018_complete_report.pdf
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it change the nutritional value of milk? Will it work with beef cows?  

• Ways on how to overcome limitations: By adding molasses to seaweed, the pickier 

eaters will consume it. Testing to determine the safety and any impact on the nutritional value of 

the products. 

• Benefits: Results are almost immediate and the drop in methane was more  than 

expected. 

 

Elements within Story Examined while Using PERMA 

• Positive emotions (providing hope for the future): There is progress being made in 

reducing greenhouse gases. 

• Positive relationships: Relationships are formed within a team at UC Davis working 

together to address a social problem. The team also expresses a vision to form partnerships and 

work with famers to help with the cost. 

 

10) Drug Court-Giving Families a Chance to Break the Cycle of Opioid Use.  (2017, Oct 23) The 
Guardian By Fred R Conrad (Photojournalism story). Retrieved from: 
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2017/oct/23/drug-court-opioids-virginia-second-
chance?utm_source=Solutions+Story+Tracker 

 
This photojournalism piece profiles individuals who are participating in an opioid 

addiction program, how the program works and the successes and shortcomings.  

 

Elements of Solutions Journalism 

• Social problem: Opioid crisis (opioids are reportedly killing 90 people/day) 

• Response to social problem: Some addicts were not responding to treatments offered 

so one individual, Rebecca Holmes, took the initiative to apply for a grant and set up a “drug 

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2017/oct/23/drug-court-opioids-virginia-second-chance?utm_source=Solutions+Story+Tracker
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2017/oct/23/drug-court-opioids-virginia-second-chance?utm_source=Solutions+Story+Tracker
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court” program modeled after a program that first launched in 1989. The program treats addicts 

through requiring therapy, random drug screens, court visits, curfews, full-time employment and 

has them model for their families in hopes to break the cycle.  

• Limitations: The program length is limited to a year and a half. 

• Ways on how to overcome limitations: Follow up programs. 

• Benefits: The program teaches changing habits, positive choices, and modeling 

positive behavior.  

 

Elements within Story Examined while Using PERMA 

• Positive emotions (providing hope for the future): Hope that one can stop the cycle 

and create a life that is drug free, support oneself and contribute to society.  

• Positive relationships: Working with others to achieve sobriety and break negative 

patterns. 

 

Examining stories for elements of positive psychology theory proved to be challenging in 

that the elements of PERMA are pillars that are experienced by individuals. Through this 

examination the researcher strove to carefully dissect the stories attempting to seek a connection 

between the events reported and what had occurred in the story with the five elements of the 

theory of well-being.  

Throughout the assessment, positive emotions and relationships appeared most 

frequently. (Positive emotions occurred in all ten stories while relationships occurred in nine). 

While this may be due, in part, to the nature of these pillars (easier to clearly spot hope and 
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relationships) the consistency throughout all of the solutions oriented reporting pieces shows that 

these two aspects of the PERMA theory are present.   

Meaning proved to be present in half of the examined solutions oriented works, showing 

the element of serving something beyond the individual.  

Through this examination it became apparent that truly exploring the element of 

engagement within the reported stories was difficult, if not impossible to conclude. Engagement 

is best described as experiencing “flow” which can only be “experienced” not projected through 

a story. Dr. Martin Seligman defines flow as “being one with the music, time stopping, and the 

loss of self-consciousness during an absorbing activity” (Seligman, 2011, p.11).  

In the PERMA model accomplishment is defined as achieving success and mastery “for 

its own sake” (Seligman, 2011, p.18). This could be through hobbies, in the workplace and a 

number of other domains. Despite the fact that this pursuit does not necessarily lead to benefits 

such as relationships, meaning or positive emotion it is still sought by individuals and contributes 

to well-being. Since, similar to engagement, this pillar is such a personal expression of “why” 

something is pursued, accurately examining its inclusion in the reported pieces above proved to 

be challenging. 
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

In May 2018, NBC News reported depression is on the rise among all ages in the United 

States, based on data from Blue Cross Blue Shield. Experts speculate the reason for this rise in 

depression to be related to lack of community, busy lives and social media (Fox, 2018). No 

matter the cause, the increase is alarming. While journalists are not poised to solve this mental 

health crisis, implementing techniques proven to increase well-being can only benefit individuals 

and communities. The field of positive psychology is described as the scientific study of the 

strengths that enable individuals and communities to thrive (International Positive Psychology 

Association, 2011). If the desire of journalists, communities and educators is to see our 

communities flourish, science proves that consciously implementing positive psychology 

techniques propels people and communities forward.  

This study set out to understand how journalists are reporting solutions alongside 

problems and what they are accomplishing in the process. By examining solutions journalism 

using positive psychology theory (PERMA) this study shows how the application of solutions 

journalism techniques produces rigorously researched stories and helps to facilitate positive 

change in individuals and communities.  

More specifically, the following pillars of PERMA indicate opportunities for journalism 

to help individuals and communities thrive by implementing solutions journalism techniques 

while reporting. Positive emotions, experiencing hope about the past, present and/or future, was 

heavily present while coding interviews and analyzing story content especially in regards to hope 

about the future (Coffey, Wray-Lake, Mashek,  & Branand, 2014). Much of this connects back to 

the solutions-oriented approach of presenting solutions along with problems. Even when 
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presenting attempted solutions that were not successful, the mere idea that a solution was 

attempted and that there may be a solution that can help improve the problem provides hope and 

forward progress. 

During the interviews the pillar of engagement, being absorbed in life activities resulting 

in flow, was often misunderstood as engaging relationships (Coffey, Wray-Lake, Mashek, & 

Branand, 2014). Conversations of community would arise during questions regarding the topic of 

engagement and often lead into the next pillar, positive relationships.  

Positive relationships, defined as connection with other people that leave one feeling 

cared for, supported, socially integrated and satisfied, was overwhelmingly present in the 

interviews and stories that were analyzed (Kern, Waters, Adler, & White, 2015). The solutions 

journalism techniques of involving community members in the reporting process not only help 

engage these individuals with the story, it provides journalists insight as to what challenges are 

affecting the communities. This connection allows journalists and community members to feel 

supported.  

The fourth element of PERMA, meaning, was present in half of the solutions journalism 

stories analyzed for content. Meaning is defined as providing a sense of purpose (Seligman, 

2011). When individuals and/or societal institutions work together to serve something bigger 

than self, a sense of meaning may be achieved (Positive Psychology Center, n.d.b). Many of the 

stories analyzed covered events in which subjects engaged in activities to help others without 

certainty of benefiting themselves. It is important to note that these stories were vetted to qualify 

as solutions journalism stories, meaning they were not reported as “feel good” or “hero worship” 

pieces. Characters actions were presented as the result of providing solutions to a problem, 

exposing the presence of meaning in the process. 
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The fifth pillar, accomplishment, did not clearly present in the interviews or stories. The 

PERMA theory describes accomplishment as the act of striving for achievement, more 

specifically “a persistent or determined drive to master or accomplish something for one’s own 

sake” (Coffey, Wray-Lake, Mashek, & Branand, 2014, p.190). While achievement may have 

been reached through actions as a result of solutions-oriented reporting, there was no expression 

of accomplishment, as defined by positive psychology theory, through the interviews. While 

examining solutions journalism pieces for elements of PERMA, it became challenging to 

determine the presence of engagement and accomplishment, as mentioned in the results. These 

two pillars require personal expression to be accurately portrayed.  

Regardless of the challenge of examining two of the five pillars, analyzing the interviews 

and solutions journalism stories using PERMA proved to be beneficial in better understanding 

how journalists are applying these techniques to impact the way news is reported and what they 

are accomplishing in the process.  

So how do we apply these findings to the real world? First we must examine these 

findings in regards to journalists, educators and community members (consumers). Though this 

study was launched to specifically examine journalists, a journalist’s work is part of a larger 

cycle that impacts and is influenced by consumers and educators.  

Living in the current climate of a divisive nation, journalists in the US are challenged 

with producing quality, unbiased reporting. The tools and mission of solutions-oriented 

journalism gives guidance and support for journalists to produce such work. The existence of 

SJN provides funding for projects and connections to like-minded journalists practicing solutions 

journalism. Educators can find this same support through SJN with the community of professors, 

instructors and teachers at various levels trained in solutions journalism. In addition, teaching 
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plans and resources are available free of charge on the SJN website where educators are sharing 

proven curriculum to teach at various levels and in different settings. Through solutions 

journalism pieces community members, or consumers, are presented with ideas to engage in 

change within their communities. With proven success consumers now have solutions to try or 

steps to avoid based on reported attempts to problem solving by others.  

Why do these changes matter? Barbara Fredrickson, positive psychology researcher at the 

University of North Carolina, developed the broaden-and-build theory of positive emotions. This 

theory suggests the experience of positive emotions in everyday life broaden one’s awareness by 

compounding over time resulting in lasting personal resources for individuals. This broadening 

includes benefits in a variety of areas including physical, psychological, social and intellectual 

resources (Fredrickson, 2011). The broaden-and-build theory proves that by consistently 

experiencing positive emotions, as with reporting solutions-oriented stories, individuals will not 

only benefit temporarily but the process has the potential to build and continue to positively 

impact individuals and communities over time. Another words, the impact of repeated solutions 

journalism pieces increases the well-being of those exposed, feeding the process of positive 

reporting, building on positive events and resulting in long-lasting consequences, such as 

flourishing. 

Attempting to increase well-being in our society should not be mistaken for striving to 

create happiness. As Thomas Jefferson states in 1776 in the American Declaration of 

Independence, ‘All men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain 

unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness’ (Nettle, 

2005). The PURSUIT of happiness. It is this pursuit, this action for positive change, which 

enables humans to have hope and continue to strive for improvement resulting in flourishing.  
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Editor-in-chief of the Guardian, Katharine Viner, calls for us to define the values and 

principles of media today. She suggests that adapting is not enough in this turbulent time. 

Journalists must consider what they are doing and why they are doing it (Viner, 2017). With the 

charge to restore credibility to this industry that has been flooded with fake news and threats, 

journalists have an opportunity as well as a responsibility. “The Journalist’s Creed”, written in 

1914 by Walter Williams – first dean of the Missouri School of Journalism – reads as follows 

(Fancher, 2009): 

I believe in the profession of journalism. 
I believe that the public journal is a public trust; that all connected with it are, to the full 
measure of their responsibility, trustees for the public; that acceptance of a lesser service 
than the public service is betrayal of this trust. 
I believe that clear thinking and clear statement, accuracy and fairness are fundamental to 
good journalism. 
I believe that a journalist should write only what he holds in his heart to be true. 
I believe that suppression of the news, for any consideration other than the welfare of 
society, is indefensible. 
I believe that no one should write as a journalist what he would not say as a gentleman; 
that bribery by one’s own pocketbook is as much to be avoided as bribery by the 
pocketbook of another; that individual responsibility may not be escaped by pleading 
another’s instructions or another’s dividends. 
I believe that advertising, news and editorial columns should alike serve the best interests 
of readers; that a single standard of helpful truth and cleanness should prevail for all; that 
the supreme test of good journalism is the measure of its public service. 
I believe that the journalism which succeeds best — and best deserves success — fears 
God and honors Man; is stoutly independent, unmoved by pride of opinion or greed of 
power, constructive, tolerant but never careless, self-controlled, patient, always respectful 
of its readers but always unafraid, is quickly indignant at injustice; is unswayed by the 
appeal of privilege or the clamor of the mob; seeks to give every man a chance and, as far 
as law and honest wage and recognition of human brotherhood can make it so, an equal 
chance; is profoundly patriotic while sincerely promoting international good will and 
cementing world-comradeship; is a journalism of humanity, of and for today’s world 
(“The Journalist’s Creed,” n.d.). 
 
Providing attempted solutions in reporting promotes public trust, accuracy, and truth 

among other elements reflected in “The Journalist’s Creed.” Content will always be available to 
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be shared. How content is framed has a tremendous impact on those involved in the story. By 

framing content to inform consumers of progress occurring along side problems, journalists can 

change the industry of journalism, the way news is received, and the impact news has on our 

communities — ultimately creating flourishing in a dark, divisive time.  

 

Limitations and Future Research 

Despite successful analysis of solutions journalism from the perspective of positive 

psychology theory through interviews and content analysis, this study was not without its 

limitations.  First, positive psychology theory (PERMA) allowed for a deeper understanding of 

the role some aspects of well-being play in reporting, yet, as mentioned above, the pillars of 

engagement and accomplishment proved to be difficult to assess in this study.   

Secondly, positive psychology views well-being separate from, but not exclusive of, 

financial stability. Looking at solutions journalism without considering the financial security of 

individual journalists and news organizations raises concern over the long-term presence of well-

being. Seligman argues that a true measure of quality of life should look beyond economic 

indicators as studies show a rise in income does not necessarily result in a rise in well-being. He 

stresses that to fully project a country’s gross domestic product well-being should be measured 

along with the produced and consumed volume of goods and services (Diener & Seligman, 

2004). While this relationship between wealth and well-being is complicated, in order for 

organizations and individuals to support themselves and thrive, they must produce and earn 

income. An investigation of the financial implications on journalists and news organizations 

practicing solutions journalism would be beneficial in hopes to grow and sustain the practice of 

solutions journalism. 
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This study began shortly before the Montgomery Advertiser launched their newly 

structured newsroom to function as a solutions journalism institution. A second interview with 

editor Bro Krift showed positive and promising changes for the newsroom, employees and 

community. As time progresses, studies on the successes and challenges of this newsroom would 

be beneficial to understanding this new structure and if others would benefit from it as well. 

These studies could explore financial impact, as suggested above, as well as employee retention 

and community progress. 

Regardless of this study’s limitations, investigating solutions journalism using positive 

psychology theory reinforced the benefits of applying true solutions journalism techniques to 

reporting. Through solutions journalism there is hope for positive growth and healing amongst 

individuals and communities. In this study the approach of solutions journalism proved to only 

enhance reporting, and did not show any detriment to the industry or practice of journalism.   
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Dear XXXX, 

 My name is Ashley Porter. As a graduate student at the Mayborn School of Journalism at 

the University of North Texas I am writing to request a research interview for my thesis project.  

 The study I am conducting titled “Discovering Solutions: How are journalists applying 

solutions journalism to change the way news is reported and what do they hope to accomplish,” 

examines the efforts being made to apply solutions journalism to reporting and what journalists 

hope to achieve in doing so.  

 With your experience applying solutions journalism techniques in reporting, I believe you 

would be a good match for my research. Your commitment would include a 30-60 minute 

interview over the phone and, if needed, follow up emails to clarify any questions based on the 

initial interview. Prior to the interview I ask that you please review the attached Informed 

Consent Notice. With your permission, the interview will be recorded. 

 I will be conducting interviews through the months of January 2018−March 2018.  

 Thank you for your consideration. I look forward to hearing from you. 

Sincerely, 

 

Ashley Porter 
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University of North Texas Institutional Review Board 

Informed Consent Notice  

Before agreeing to participate in this research study, it is important that you read and understand 

the following explanation of the purpose, benefits and risks of the study and how it will be 

conducted.   

Title of Study:  Discovering Solutions: How are journalists applying solutions journalism to 

change the way news is reported and what do they hope to accomplish? 

Student Investigator:  Ashley Porter, University of North Texas (UNT) Department of 

Journalism. Supervising Investigator: Tracy Everbach, PhD 

Purpose of the Study: You are being asked to participate in a research study which involves the 

exploration of the field of solutions journalism including the methods, goals and intentions 

behind the movement. 

Study Procedures: You will be asked to answer interview questions that will take about 30-60 

minutes of your time.  With your permission, the interview will be recorded to ensure accurate 

transcription of the conversation. Information received will be used to examine how journalists 

are applying solutions journalism to news and what they hope to accomplish. Records will be 

maintained on a computer for three years in the thesis advisors locked office. After three years 

the recordings will be digitally erased and paper transcriptions will be shredded.  

Foreseeable Risks: No foreseeable risks are involved in this study.  
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Benefits to the Subjects or Others: This study is not expected to be of any direct benefit to you, 

but we hope to learn more about solutions journalism and the efforts being made to practice 

solutions journalism and what people hope to accomplish in the process. The anticipated benefits 

may include contribution to the body of knowledge to a new form of journalism. 

 

Compensation for Participants: None 

 

Procedures for Maintaining Confidentiality of Research Records: The confidentiality of your 

individual information will be maintained in any publications or presentations regarding this 

study. If you choose not to be identified by name you will be assigned a code and steps will be 

taken to ensure they will not be linked to the stories produced. In regards to Skype, 

confidentiality will be maintained to the degree possible given the technology and practices used 

by the online telecommunications company. Your participation in this online interview involves 

risks to confidentiality similar to a person’s everyday use of the Internet. The security and 

confidentiality of information collected from your email survey cannot be guaranteed. 

Confidentiality will be kept to the extent permitted by the technology being used. Information 

collected via email can be interrupted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or incomplete, or 

contain viruses. Your email address will be discarded once you have received compensation, or 

participated is discontinued.  

Questions about the Study: If you have any questions about the study, you may 

contact Ashley Porter at ashleyporter3@my.unt.edu or Dr. Tracy Everbach at 

tracy.everbach@unt.edu. 
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Review for the Protection of Participants: This research study has been 

reviewed and approved by the UNT Institutional Review Board (IRB).  The UNT 

IRB can be contacted at (940) 565-4643 with any questions regarding the rights of 

research subjects.  

Research Participants’ Rights: 

Your participation in the survey confirms that you have read all of the above and 

that you agree to all of the following:  

• Ashley Porter has explained the study to you and you have had an opportunity to 

contact him/her with any questions about the study. You have been informed of the 

possible benefits and the potential risks of the study.  

• You understand that you do not have to take part in this study, and your refusal to 

participate or your decision to withdraw will involve no penalty or loss of rights or 

benefits.  The study personnel may choose to stop your participation at any time.  

• You understand why the study is being conducted and how it will be performed.   

• You understand your rights as a research participant and you voluntarily consent to 

participate in this study.  

• You understand you may print a copy of this form for your records.   
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A) Hello, this is Ashley Porter. Thank you for agreeing to visit with me today. 
 
B) Are you okay if I record our conversation? 

(If yes) – I will begin recording our conversation at this time. 
 

C) Would you please confirm you have read over the consent form and agree to the conditions? 
 
D) Just as a reminder, you do not have to answer any questions you are not comfortable 

answering and we can stop the interview at any time at your request. 
 

As I stated in my email to you and on the consent form, my thesis research is on the topic of 
solutions journalism.  I am examining the application and goals of solutions journalism using the 
theory of positive psychology, developed by Dr. Martin Seligman in the late 1990’s.  

 
1) Take me through the steps you use to determine if a story is a fit for solutions journalism and 

how you go about reporting and writing it.  
 

2) Why do you use techniques for solutions journalism when reporting a story? 
 

3) What do you hope to accomplish through using solutions journalism techniques? 
 

4) How has using solutions journalism to report and write impacted your life and the lives of 
those you work with?   

 
5) Explain the difference in audience feedback with solutions journalism versus traditional 

journalism. 
 

6) How are positive emotions, the ability to be optimistic and have a positive perspective, part 
of the solutions journalism reporting process for the consumers, the subjects and the 
journalists?  

 
7) How is engagement (fully using ones skills, strengths and attention) with the subject, 

audience and story different when reporting solutions journalism and what are the benefits of 
engagement with solutions reporting versus reporting strictly on problems? 

 
8) How does this engagement in solutions impact your life and the lives of others? 
 
9) Describe the difference in relationships (connection to others) formed through solutions 

journalism reporting versus traditional reporting between reporter/subjects, reporter/audience 
and reporter/other reporters and journalism professionals. 

 
10)  What role does meaning (belonging to and serving something bigger than self) play in 

producing solutions journalism work and what do you hope to accomplish with more 
“meaningful” reporting? 
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11)  Explain how solutions journalism impacts all involved (reporter, consumer and subject) in 
regards to accomplishments.  

 
12)  How do you visualize reporting achievements and success will impact the industry and our 

communities? 
 

13)  How do you see solutions journalism being used in the future?  
 

14)  Are there any other thoughts you would like to share about solutions journalism? 
 
 

Thank you for your time.  
Do you have any questions for me?  
May I contact you through email should I need to clarify any of your answers? 
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